To meet the diverse needs and data rate requirements at the Van de Graaff and Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facilities, a bulk memory system has been implemented which includes a fast and flexible processor This bulk memory processor (BMP) utilizes bit slice and microcode techniques and features a 24 bit wide internal architecture allowing direct addressing of up to 16 megawords of memory and histogramming up to 16 million counts per channel without overflow. The BMP is interfaced to the MOSTEK MK 8000 bulk memory system and to the standard MODCOMP computer I/O bus. Coding for the BMP both at the microcode level and with macro instructions is supported. The generalized data acquisition systeml has been extended to support the BMP in a manner transparent to the user.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear physics studies with "white" neutron sources have often met with requirements for large data storage. This primarily results from the use of timeof-flight techniques for neutron energy measurements which produce many bits of information characterizing an event. Over the past decade this information was typically handled by forming histograms stored on fast discs since large random access memories were prohibitively expensive. Naturally, the event data rates in such systems were low, typically less than 10K events per second. Recent Figure 1 with emphasis on the various data paths. Table 1 indicates the bit fields of the microcode instruction used for control of processor functions.
To facilitate coding in the preprocessor, a macrocode capability is included in the design. It is believed that for low count rate experiments (typically complex coincidence experiments) considerble preprocessing might be required and microcode development for these applications would be tedious and needlessly difficult. Thus, the macrocode implementation gives the programmer the tools to which he is accustomed, the machine language instruction set, general purpose registers and a program counter. The program counter is provided through use of the AMD 2930, a device 
